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JAZZ WAS MORE MY THING, AND I WISHED FOR A STYLE OF PAINTING SLIDING
SMOOTHLY ALONG LIKE THE MUSIC OF BEN WEBSTER WHOSE LAST GIGS I THEN WITNESSED.
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In 1972 Kurt Kocherscheidt sold almost all his possessions and, returning to his lifelong interest
in ethnography and nature, began a sojourn through South America that would last over a year.
The decision to leave his paint, brushes, and canvas behind and begin a new chapter far from
the European avant-garde of the early 1970s was an existential necessity. Kocherscheidt defined
this moment as a break from the burden of art, an escape from his profession, and an intense
desire to find a new visual vocabulary.2 From an early age he knew he wanted to be a painter,
even in the context of Friesach, a small medieval town in the Austrian province Carinthia where
he lived until 1961, being a painter broke with expectations; so much so that his mother would
tell relatives he was a stage designer rather than an artist. Kocherscheidt suffered from a heart
condition from age 34 until his death, but even in the face of absolute physical vulnerability,
time and again he demonstrated through his writings, paintings, and drawings that his commitment was to painting, and the possibilities embedded in the language rendered on canvas.
His methodology for composing a picture mirrored that of musicians more than visual artists,
always striving to confront dueling forces to break loose the individual components. His interest
in jazz may have been one of the strongest affinities he shared with late curator Jan Hoet, with
whom he collaborated the last two years of his life. Indeed, the year 1992 marked a turning
point in Kocherscheidt’s career; but unfortunately, it would also be the last of his life. Twenty-six
years after his early passing, one may ask why his work is relevant in today’s art context, mostly
defined by identity politics, commercial spectacle, and celebrity culture – should Kocherscheidt
had lived to the present day, he undoubtedly would have retreated to the studio and purposely
avoided participating in today’s dynamics. His work and reflections are deserving of continuing
scholarship because of the timeless issue at the heart of his practice: painting as a subject and
object of study. In a documentary done on Kocherscheidt in 1983 he described painting as “a
mixture of melancholy, desperation, pride and humor.” For him, as described in Christian Reder’s essay published in English for the first time in this volume, it is through painting that one’s
conscience emerges as a political front that ponders and despairs about the world in order to
confront the very realities that can alter our thinking and shape our future.
1 “Kurt Kocherscheidt” Salzburg / Vienna, 1992; 2 Idem

ROCK AND SPLINTER,
AN ELEGIAC APPROACH.
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The burning thought sweeps from the brain as if from a furnace;
Cooled down, on its path to the hand, it flies over the shoulder,
There it lies in the deep shaft, crushed.
As if into butter, the heel presses into the earth, leaving behind
a sharp-edged imprint, it’s already filling up with
soft water, a small archway pond.
Like a second skin the wet trousers crumple on the trembling
body, it’s already evaporating, covered with a sharp
network of wrinkles.
Like an animal, the eye roves around, while following a path
it closes again, drawing yellow splinters on the
black board.
Colours produce drum sounds already loosing their rhythm.
A rock rattles around in its tub, knocks splinters off itself and
is like its own sculptor.
Cells divide in mirror images, difficulties with the
symmetry.
Eventually brushes get stuck as if in paste, trowels
come to their aid.
Millions of ants stamp a way out, there’s lightning and thunder
and the rain chucks them all together.
But the slug glides over the rubble all night
long, painting and painting pattern over pattern, dull signs
of nature.
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HARDNESS, DISTANCE
AND PROXIMITY

are lost. On the other hand, what is hoped for must always remain in the distance. Thus, even
on levels of abstraction where, instead of moral criteria, only what is right and wrong are valid,
even here an elementary injustice holds sway. Radical proximity should stop time or at least slow
it down, and yet precisely then time passes as if in flight.

Christian Reder

A fear of distances flows into a fear of the infinite. Exaltation in what is near culminates
in excess and death. Freedom reigns in domains not yet discovered by meaning. And sentences
such as these can no longer exist as a splinter of absurdity.

When it comes to Kurt Kocherscheidt, of course/actually/needless to say we don’t need
any translator elbowing his way in. At most, there might be some use in attempting to contrast
his language and silence with something relatedly autonomous. Illustrating pictures with words
achieves nothing. Sentences aspiring to concern his work are supposed to succeed in transforming looks into thoughts. Yet what is unspoken must retain its force.
For when it comes to thought processes, the German language prescribes something
akin to wandering around. In English, instead of Kafkaesque corridors, the preference is for
imagery with a train (train of thought) and a chain (chain of reasoning), in Italian it’s the course,
the boulevard, it’s promenading (corse delle idee), in French it’s the sequence that mediates, the
continuation and – related to arrangement and instruction – order (suite or ordre des idées). In
Hungarian, on the other hand, the thought contains worry, the taking-care-of-it (gond). Everywhere, ideas manage to creep into facts. Fragility, however, can only be explained if the components of linguistically conveyed thought processes concede from the outset how much they
defy precise expression. For this reason, Kocherscheidt also calls his pictures ‘Thought Cone’,
‘Eye Echo’, ‘Grey Geography’ or ‘Large Pond Calm’. It’s not descriptions of a theme, rather expressions of an approach to developing tasks that dominate. The word yearns for the picture.
Order and flow battle one another. Even proper colours and noises are structured differently. It’s
the moment that separates calm and movement, nature and spirit, the finite and the infinite.
For Kierkegaard, it’s the moment of transition itself, ‘the first reflex of eternity in time, its first
attempt to halt time, as it were.’
Seen this way, Kurt Kocherscheidt is compelled to work for the moment, for this disputed, contradictory place in time. Only, he takes possession of this place like an overgrown field,
on which concepts that can be assigned to his thinking lie around like boundary stones which
have lost their function. Divisions are suspended there. Everything is material, reality, nature.
And yet new divisions continually arise.
What is obvious does sometimes manage to create a degree of warming or flashing
intensity, even under the control of what is strange. What is far-fetched, on the other hand, is
nearly always subject to discrimination. It is denied the chance of the immediacy that goes with
it. For the creation of remote connections, linguistic use always has the reproach of senseless artificiality ready, perhaps because without the plea for proximity the last perceptions of harmony

Kurt Kocherscheidt is bent on quite different evidence, that without language. He generates pictures that make clear how far away every form of proximity remains, and how close
every kind of distance can appear to one. They conceal every point that overrides this dialectic.
But they lead one very close to the possibility of being able to imagine this point, this moment,
this situation, in an unknown language. Inklings become ignorance, what is said becomes unsaid, what is unknown known. Mysterious objects nullify once again divisions within nature that
man has introduced, without for that reason subordinating themselves to a form of naturalness.
If all is strange, nothing would have to be strange any more. If everything fits together, I have to
learn to distinguish differently. Whether parts stand for the whole or the whole in turn is merely
some kind of a part is expressed as a form, as a continuously mysterious form to be explored.
Matter has validity, nothing else. Dealing with matter replaces the imitation of nature. Brain,
nerves, sensations are also nature, they’re systemic elements that produce facts.
Nature is the ‘epitome of laws’ and at the same time ideology. As a moral concept,
according to Georg Lukács (in ‘History and Class Consciousness’), being representative of all
that has ‘organically grown’, it is repeatedly played off against artificiality, arbitrariness, randomness, and is reduced to an atmospheric defence of inwardness. How ‘the socially destroyed,
chopped up human, spread between partial systems, is meant to be re-constituted intellectually’
is consequently left out. Kocherscheidt in no way refuses these questions. On the contrary, he
approaches them close up. He ceaselessly presents them with something new, as a subject that
consistently produces something. Things are straightened out with tough language, without
lending aesthetic appeal to injustice and outsider status. No self-pity may show itself, not even
towards death. That includes overcoming the playful and anecdotal. Nothing need be visible
from one’s own life. A person with his or her body only appears sporadically in the pictures.
Everything else – that concerns him or her – is more important.
The waiting holds true for the moment of stealth, in which one succeeds in teaching automatic processes something better. Everyone knows of surprises that are presented in this way.
Thus, nervousness holds sway, because one can sufficiently gain opportunities from the phases
in between, too. In this way, certainty arises at some point. It can be taken seriously only when it
is liberated by imperceptible smiling. With this, something arises that resembles the translucent
invisibility in convincing texts and pictures. One certainty untouched by this is easily reverted

to signify the opposite, however. The fact that concerning such differences, the subtlest hints
can be read in the eyes of others shows continually how the capacity in our sensory organs to
communicate and deceive could be intensified. Left alone, the credibility needs momentum and
reference points of a complicated subjectivity. Henri Bergson summed it up as follows in ‘Matter
and Memory’:
‘The spirit takes from the matter the perceptions from which it draws nourishment, and
gives it back as movement, on which it has impressed the seal of freedom.’
The movement of things and thoughts is not a problem of representation for Kurt Kocherscheidt. Before intellectuality tempts him to subtleties, he saves himself in toughness. This
toughness is visible everywhere. It has nothing to do with bitterness. Thus, forms arise beyond
memory and invention. Dull, dark, dim, opaque colours express light conditions as they may
have prevailed before or after elemental occurrences of some kind. The black-brown-grey surfaces may be sky, earth, water, darkness and cosmic alienness or something completely indefinable and thus unattainable. As a setting they press up against those objects that are visible just
then. But there is nothing threatening about this – often pervasive – proximity. Fear is devalued,
neutralised; destructiveness is removed from the chaos with permeating warmth. Rough layers
of paint applied with coarse brushstrokes allow traces of reductions that have occurred to
shine through. The surfaces do not wish to be distinguished from temporary paint work. The
undercoat is often formed by ornamental, black-and-white structures which are then covered
step-by-step, in order to eliminate technical aestheticisms in favour of a direct language. Complicatedness is covered ‘until what is left is what should be left’.
With regard to that history which is expressed as a change in viewing and assessing, in
the specific setting for Kocherscheidt’s pictures we should recall significant phases of artistic
law-making. In the 1950s and 1960s, there was a ban on figures. Even a hint of representation
provoked scorn. Alongside this, a prohibition on panels arose. For a long period, painting of
whatever kind was a taboo. With a few examples, pictures – in oil, what’s more – were declared
marginalia. In the battle for radical openings and a different kind of art that originally had been
waged in Vienna, nothing seemed to be allowed to remain of the old school, until, that is, an
amnesty in the new diversity that had been conjured up became inevitable. New, more subtle
forms of eliminating – and self-eliminating – intelligence became ‘inevitable’, too.
Given these circumstances, Kurt Kocherscheidt rather withdrew from the hustle and
bustle and yet, in the nearly 30 years that he now placed his bets on painting, acquired a special
position among the influential artists that were working from Austria. The large solo exhibition
in Vienna’s Museum of the 20th Century (1986) was a signal that the independent power of his
resistant attitude was now being acknowledged officially, too. Born in Klagenfurt, he studied
at the Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna and in between at the Akademija Likovnih Umjetnosti in
Zagreb. After the short-lived formation of a group (‘Realities’, 1968/69), he took time out for a

caesura. A longer stay in London and a one-year trip through the whole of Latin America became formative breaks in his life-story. The brutal atmosphere of London’s East End and the living conditions in South America, where the logic of power is directly unmasked through numerous details, both sharpened his eye for the mechanisms of oppression that prevail everywhere.
It emerged that understandable gestures of criticism already carry within them their future as
a blind, parasitic expansion of the system. This politicisation has far-reaching consequences for
the work to follow. It was settled that it couldn’t be a case of inflammatory ‘political’ painting.
There is no answer to the circumstances in the language of the latter. That would only mean
assuming meaningful connections and entering into a pact with the disaster of conventional
willingness to perceive. If openness can change to the stability of permanent attention, then as
an examination of being ‘so’ and ‘so’, but without expecting an endless ‘either-or’. Caution also
means adjustment, therefore. What was literary was eliminated; likewise, what was individual,
biographical, reasoning. ‘Art to be taken seriously’ is for Kurt Kocherscheidt naturally ‘political
from the outset, because it presupposes a person with a conscience, who reflects in a political
way, who ponders, yet also despairs’.
An old text written on military campaigns (which were waged from areas located between modern-day Budapest and today’s Vienna) speaks – presumably in the spirit of Kocherscheidt – of the oft-unsightly intensity and ‘beauty’ of just those things that have long since
gone unnoticed by everyone, things ‘which, considered on their own, are far removed from
being beautiful’. The talk is of bread, whose splits are to some extent contrary to the baker’s
intention, and yet which are an indispensable part of the same. The talk is of bursting figs, of
over-ripe olives, verging on rotten, of the wrinkled forehead of the lion, of the blossoming and
maturity of the old woman and of the open throat of the beast of prey. The author (Marc Aurel)
was also sure of one thing: ‘A thing that is praised becomes neither better nor worse as a result’.

© 1991 Wiener Secession, Kurt Kocherscheidt und die Autoren
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KURT KOCHERSCHEIDT
Ivo Kocherscheidt, Carly Fisher

Kurt Kocherscheidt was born on the 6th of July 1943 in Klagenfurt, Austria to Friedrich
and Elisabeth Mayer. After the divorce of his parents in 1946 and the move of his father back
to Germany, the most formative person in his youth became his grandfather August Mayer
(1885–1958) whose deep friendship with Hugo Adolf Bernatzik, a famous ethnographer and
explorer, awakened Kocherscheidt’s interest in geography, zoology and art in general.
In 1961, after completion of his school years in Klagenfurt and Friesach (his mother’s
hometown), Kocherscheidt moved to Vienna to study painting at the Academy of Fine Arts
under Professor Sergius Pauser. As a way of supplementing his income, during the summers he
would restore gothic frescos, in his words: “the thought of financial stability” led him to move
to Zagreb (then Yugoslavia, now Croatia) for two years (1963–1964) to study mural painting
under professor Ivo Rezek at the Akademija Likovnih Umjetnosti, before returning to Vienna
and completing his academic studies in 1965. In 1967 he married and divorced his long-time
partner Andjelka Feuer.
In 1968 Kocherscheidt became a founding member of the artist group “Wirklichkeiten”
(Realities). At a moment when the prevailing trend in art leaned towards conceptual art, these
artists were bound by their interest in traditional modes of production, such as painting and
drawing, and the representational qualities they favored. During this period, Kocherscheidt was
predominantly painting highly saturated imagined landscapes that included both homages to
real horticulture and surreal futuristic elements rendered in a palette that recalled the Fauves.
The group included several painters who were of his generation and active in Vienna at the time,
including: Wolfgang Herzig, Franz Ringel, Robert Zeppel-Sperl, Martha Jungwirth (who joined in
1969), and Peter Pongratz with whose work he shared a deep affinity, as he described it:
“…PETER PONGRATZ, DESSEN INFORMELLE ARBEITEN MICH SEHR BEEINDRUCKTEN;
MIT IHM VERBAND MICH EINE INTENSIVE IDEENGEMEINSCHAFT”
“…PETER PONGRATZ, WHOSE INFORMAL WORK DEEPLY IMPRESSED ME; WITH HIM I
SHARED AN INTENSE CONCEPTUAL CONNECTION.“
In May 1968, the group had its first exhibition in the Vienna Secession, organized by
Otto Breicha, one of the most-well known and prolific art critics, authors and publishers active
in Vienna at the time. Breicha was also instrumental in the creation of the group, and played an
important role establishing a platform for the work of its members, Kocherscheidt in particular.
Photo: Elfie Semotan, 1992

This exhibition, the first of Kocherscheidt’s work, led to several important events in his career.
His paintings caught the attention of the important artist and draughtsman Kurt Moldovan
(1918–1977), who at the time was a member of the Jury of the Theodor Körner Prize for young
artists. Kocherscheidt was awarded the prize in 1969. Moldovan also introduced him to Franz
Armin Morat, a prolific art collector from Freiburg, Germany. The friendship between Kocherscheidt and Morat would become one of the most important and lasting relationships in his life.
In November 1968, he had his first solo show in the Galerie Hildebrand, Klagenfurt. In
September 1969 he moved to London, where he resided until December 1971. His motivations
to live abroad were, in part, to evade mandatory military service in Austria, but also he had a
general affinity for England. He settled in the St. Catherine docks and it was there where he met
the artist Ian McKeever, who occupied the neighboring studio. Although contact between them
broke-off upon his return to Austria in 1971, they revived their friendship in the early eighties,
and an intense personal and artistic relationship resulted which lasted until the end of Kocherscheidt’s life. During his time in London he took the artistic pseudonym “Kappa” because of
the English mispronunciation of his surname; he would go on to use this nickname sporadically
throughout his career. Among the works he produced during this time were a selection of dioramic wall-hanging collaged landscapes. These works, much like his paintings from the preceding years were saturated surreal landscapes that contain an unexpected dichotomy of hopeful
elements, such as a rainbow, and unsettling scale or details that suggest a looming otherworldly
danger. Both the fantastical imagery and some titles such as Flash-Gordon-Landscape (1970),
illustrated the influence his time in Britain had on his work.
In early 1972 Kocherscheidt embarked on a trip through South America, which became a pivotal experience in his life and career. Leading up to this journey, the artist painted
lush green landscapes foreshadowing what he might see in his travels. The sojourn lasted
over a year and took him from Tierra del Fuego in Argentina, to Atacama in Chile, through
the Amazon and the Galapagos Islands in Ecuador, to the Caribbean coast of Colombia. On
this voyage he spent several months in Buenos Aires, where he learned Spanish and developed friendships with several Argentinian artists, most notably Jorge Demirjian and Americo
Castilla. While he visited the region during a time when military dictatorships were taking
hold of many governments, the time he spent in South America would prove to be the most
influential to his artistic development, deeply impacting his work until his death. The work
he produced during the years following his trip present a more subdued palette that favored neutral browns, large swathes of modulated white, and earthy colors. He also began to
introduce to his now more abstract compositions a recurring motif of oversized insects that
make it unclear whether the viewer is looking at a close-up of a scene or whether the artist is
imagining a world overrun by these creatures. A week after his return to Vienna from South
America in March 1973, he met the photographer Elfie Semotan, and in Autumn of the same
year they were married.

The first comprehensive solo exhibition of Kocherscheidt’s work took place in Freiburg,
in May 1973, at the house of Armin Morat. Showcasing work from 1966 onwards, it was
importantly the first time he displayed work from his South American travels. This exhibition
was also significant, as it marked the first meeting between Kocherscheidt and the German
composer Wolfgang Rihm, who has since become regarded as one of the most important and
influential contemporary classical composers in the German-speaking world. This initial meeting
developed into a close collaborative and personal friendship, each of them creating several
works influenced by and dedicated to the other. The series of works created in honor of each
artist as a result of their collaboration formed the basis for a symposium organized by the Morat
Institute in 1997 and the publication Brustrauschen, zum Werkdialog von Kurt Kocherscheidt
und Wolfgang Rihm, edited by Heinz Liesbrock, in 2001.
Early 1974 Kocherscheidt bought a farmhouse in Jennersdorf in the south of Burgenland, Austria’s easternmost province located in close proximity to the borders of Hungary and
Slovenia. He chose this region in part because several artists, such as Walter Pichler and Christian Ludwig Attersee, whom Kocherscheidt knew from Vienna, had also acquired properties in
the area, and thus an artistic community was formed and has endured in one form or another
until the present day. On July 25, 1974 Kocherscheidt’s first son Ivo was born in Vienna. During
the following years Kocherscheidt began renovating the house in Jennersdorf; he rebuilt and
extended the property, largely acting as his own architect. In recognition of his work, the property was included in the Österreichische Architektur im 20. Jahrhundert/Austrian Architecture
in the 20th Century by Friedrich Achleitner published by Museum moderner Kunst Wien or
Architekturzentrum Wien (vol. III/3) in 1983. Kocherscheidt began to split his time equally between Vienna and Burgenland. His then-new studio (and later the larger iteration added to the
rear of the building) became the location where he produced a large part of his later work. The
expanded studio space made it possible for him to work on larger formats shifting the scale of
his paintings from previous decades.
In April 1978 Kocherscheidt suffered a major heart attack. This condition, as later examinations would show, was the result of a metabolic disease, which had already resulted in his
father’s death a few years earlier. In order to alleviate the constant threat of a renewed heart attack, it was decided that he undergo a bypass operation, which at that time was still a very new
procedure, particularly rare in Europe. The operation was carried out in Bad Krozingen south
of Freiburg, Germany on October 16, 1978. He remained at the Institution for post-operational
therapy for the next two months.
After his release from the hospital, from early January 1979 until after Easter of the same
year, Kocherscheidt and his family stayed in Boissano, Italy, where the Morat Institute maintained a studio in co-operation with Marie-Luise Jeanneret, a Swiss collector. This location would
prove to be very important in the development of Kocherscheidt’s work, as it was there where
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for the first time he started to work in oil. In his earliest oil paintings, he retained and pushed
further many of the interests that emerged after his travels to South America. He relied heavily
on brown, gray, and white paint to produce brushy abstract still life paintings with dispersed
and unrealistically proportioned assortments of strange objects including: hats, shoes, sink faucets, table settings, and insects. The significantly different atmosphere and attitude towards art
and artists in Italy also had a profound effect on him, prompting him to return for one or two
months around Easter every year for the following 10 years.
Over the next years Kocherscheidt expanded his home in the Austrian countryside,
adding a large building with guest rooms, workshop and garage. He began spending about
half the year (late Spring, Summer and early Autumn) there, and colder times of the year in
Vienna (where he also maintained a studio in the Karolinengasse in the 4th district). It was
also during this time that Kocherscheidt began to shift his focus to large canvas formats
and switched completely from tempera to oil. Emblematic of this scale shift was his interest
in multi-panel works, including many diptychs, each panel of which were often the size of
individual works from previous years. His compositions moved from figurative to abstraction,
developing a personal and unique style that became characteristic for his work from then on.
He continued to favor compositions with sketchily painted backgrounds with diffuse objects
scattered across the surface, but these details became increasingly less discernible abstracted
objects and were instead biomorphic and unrecognizable shapes, characterized by highly expressive brushwork.

tryside were not always possible. Using this space, now working under substantial daylight in
the city, he produced works such as Die Colonnade (1982) a diptych in which the viewer seems
to be looking through the lattice of a stained glass or shattered window to distorted columnar
architecture beyond. In late May 1985, a second heart attack necessitated a further bypass
operation. This time the operation was carried out in Geneva, Switzerland.
In November of the following year, Kocherscheidt had the first comprehensive show of
his oil paintings at the Museum of the 20th Century in Vienna. Subsequently the show traveled
to Graz, Salzburg, Karlsruhe and Eindhoven. During the 1980s, his painting style also began to
change. His visual language became simpler and his brushwork more complex. He introduced
irregular circles, often evoking the cycles of the moon as a recurring element, and reduced the
floating biomorphic shapes per composition so that only a few larger elements now featured
on the background plane.
In late Summer of 1986, Kocherscheidt also made a large-scale wooden sculpture, the
first of fifteen he would complete before his death in 1992. The first of these sculptures, Englische Acht (1986) is comprised of a more than eight foot high rectangular slab of wood, leaned
agains the wall on two legs. The entire surface painted a brick red and incised with eight floating angular shapes, each outlined with a thick white border floating around it. In this sculpture
and the 14 that would follow, Kocherscheidt maintained a clear formal relationship across media. His sculptures, though expansive, were always nearly two-dimensional; pieces of wood cut
into irregular, almost geometric shapes, displayed either leaning against or hung upon the wall.

In 1981 Kocherscheidt traveled to the west coast of United States, traveling from San
Francisco to New Mexico. While in San Diego, he encountered the still life by Juan Sanchez
Cotan, Quince, Cabbage, Melon and Cucumber (1602), and Francisco de Zurbaran’s Agnus Dei
(1640). Seeing those works left a lasting impression on him and distinctly influenced aspects
of his own work. In both of these 17th century still life paintings, the artists rendered black
backgrounds with isolated hyper-realistic objects that feel as if they are floating in space. Those
objects, overripe produce and a slaughtered lamb, serve as memento mori warnings of death,
decay, and loss of innocence. Though the overt subject matter was distinct from Kocherscheidt’s
enigmatic work, the compositions clearly influenced him and pushed his work towards a darker
palette with similarly floating or suspended painted elements as in his triptych Schwarzmacht
(1981). He developed a group of paintings throughout 1982 that introduced golden yellow
backgrounds, and in some cases specifically reference the phrase memento mori in their titles.

A further expansion of the property in the countryside took place in 1987–1988. At
that point, a considerably larger studio was added to the rear of the building, connected to
the old studio with a tower. This development also led Kocherscheidt to expand the scale of
his works further, including his later wooden sculptures such as The Boys Of Colchis, which
is approximately four by four meters. In October of 1988, Kocherscheidt opened a solo-exhibition of paintings, Sommerarbeit at the Museum für Angewandte in Vienna. Here he chose
to install paintings directly next to and on top of one another with no space between their
edges. Though painted on individual large-scale canvases, the effect was similar to that of a
modular mural with the entire wall covered in his abstract compositions. He made clear with
this hanging his interest in the environmental and immersive possibilities of his two-dimensional works.

On the January 7, 1982, Kocherscheidt’s younger son August was born in Vienna. In
1983 he moved his studio in Vienna from the Karolinengasse in the 4th district to the Lehargasse in the 6th district. The new larger studio was importantly on the top floor of the building and
therefore had a big skylight. Access to daylight made working in Vienna much more appealing,
which was helpful considering his older son was in school and open-ended stays on the coun-

A drastic decline in health due to his heart disease made yet a third bypass operation
necessary; this was again undertaken in Geneva on June 1, 1989. The operation was a success,
and Kocherscheidt quickly regained his strength, yet it was made clear by his surgeon Dr. Martin
Schmutziger, who had performed all three operations up to this point, that this was the last bypass operation Kocherscheidts body could sustain. Should further complications arise, the only
viable option would be a heart transplant.
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In the Summer of 1991, Jan Hoet, the director of the Museum van Hedendaagse Kunst
in Ghent, Belgium, organized a solo show of Kocherscheidt’s work in the museum. At the same
time, he announced that he would include Kocherscheidt in Documenta IX, of which he was to
be chief curator. In January 1992 the Vienna Secession opened a solo show of Kocherscheidt.
This exhibition marked two critical moments; it was the first time that one of his wooden sculptures, the massive Boys of Colchis, was prominently featured, and a classical music piece composed by Wolfgang Rihm especially for this occasion, was performed at the opening. The positive
reception of the sculptural piece encouraged him to include the sculpture Aufwärts Gleitend in
the selection of works he would present at the Documenta IX.
Kocherscheidt and his family spent the month of April of that year on Gomera, part of
the Canary Islands. There he was able to work in the studios of then already defunct Mühl commune and produced a series of 50 watercolors entitled “El bananero enamorado.” In the last
week of April Kocherscheidt traveled to Freiburg, Germany, where he arranged the permanent
installation of his work in the Kocherscheidt room of the Morat Institute. On the occasion of
the opening on May 2, Wolfgang Rihm gave a speech about the artistic relationship between
the two men. On the June 10 Kocherscheidt took part in the opening of the Documenta IX in
Kassel.
In late October 1992 Kocherscheidt visited his long-time friend Michel Whürthle on his
property on Syros (Cyclades) in Greece. On the land owned by Whürthle, Kocherscheidt built his
only site-specific sculpture Das Tor der Winde, a 6 meter-high door frame with several wooden
doors, which because of its location on a hilltop, would open and close with the movement of
the wind.
During the last days of his stay on Syros, Kocherscheidt’s health began to deteriorate,
which necessitated his return to Vienna on November 4, where he was immediately hospitalized
and transferred to the hospital in Wels, Austria. On November 8, after a temporary improvement of his condition, he was released and returned to Vienna. As soon as he returned, he
went back to the studio and on November 9 and 10 worked on a series of etchings with Ian
McKeever in the workshop of Kurt Zein. The following day he completed his last painting, Ohne
Titel (1992), in his studio in the Lehargasse in Vienna. That work, his 45th completed painting
of that year is a large vertical canvas with a background of grayish brown through which yellow
streaks peak out from below horizontal brushstrokes. The same yellow paint is applied in a sparse scattering of drippy vertical lines overtop the grey brown, and a sheer matte black form revels
as a diagonal portion of the background. Finally, Kocherscheidt added a thickly painted dense
glossy black ring of paint overtop, the brush marks and his sweeping gesture clearly visible in
the painting’s foreground layer.
In the early morning of November 12, his heart condition deteriorated rapidly and, as a
further heart attack seemed imminent, he was transferred once again to the hospital in Wels

to undergo a fourth bypass operation. During the preparation for the emergency procedure,
Kocherscheidt passed away in the early hours of November 13, 1992. The funeral took place
one week later, on November 20 at the local cemetery in Jennersdorf, Austria.
Since his passing his work has been the subject of the exhibitions Retrospektive, Contemporary Fine Arts, Berlin (2013); Sammlung Essl, Klosterneuburg, Austria (2013); Im Fluss der
Bilder. Malerei, Josef Albers Museum, Bottrop, Germany (2013); Augenecho with Elfie Semotan, Arp Museum – Bahnhof Rolandseck, Remagen, Germany (2013); Das fortlaufende Bild,
Museum für angewandte Kunst, Vienna (2008– 09); Vom Fluss der Bilder, Kunstverein Würzburg, Wurzburg, Germany (1999); Wechselwirkungen – Crossings. Bilder und Skulpturen, Eine
Retrospektive aller Arbeiten in Holz von Kurt Kappa Kocherscheidt, Morat-Institut, Freiburg
im Breisgau, Germany (1997–98); Malerei – Skulptur – Graphik, Neue Galerie, Staatliche Museen, Kassel, Germany (1995); Bilder 1987-1992, Westfälischer Kunstverein, Münster, Germany
(1994); Neues Museum Weserburg, Bremen, Germany (1993). His work was most recently on
view in a solo-exhibition at the W&K Palais in Vienna (2017–18).
His work is part of many public and private collections including: the Sammlung Deutsche Bank, Frankfurt, Germany; Morat-Institut für Kunst und Kunstwissenschaft, Freiburg, Germany; Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam, Netherlands; The Würth Collection, Chur, Switzerland;
MUMOK Vienna, Austria; Sammlung Essl at the Albertina, Vienna, Austria; Leopold Museum,
Vienna, Austria; Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz, Austria; Museum Liaunig, Carinthia, Austria; Museum of Modern Art, Karnten, Carinthia, Austria; Belvedere 21, Vienna, Austria; among others.
Kurt Kocherscheidt is regarded as one of the most important artists of his generation in
Austria. His work has greatly influenced younger painters such as Tobias Pils and Nikola Sturm.
His deep understanding and tireless examination of painting as medium and subject continues
to elicit study and reflections from scholars and curators in continental Europe. Until his last
painting, he aimed to deconstruct painting by understanding the medium as an accumulation
of ideas that are dissected to generate new meaning through form. In his words:
“THE COMPLETION OF A PICTURE IS MUCH MORE DIFFICULT THAN ITS BEGINNING,
IN FACT IMPOSSIBLE. I UNDERSTAND THE DEVELOPMENT OF A PICTURE AS A FLOW OF PICTURES, WHICH IS STOPPED ALMOST ARBITRARILY. AN IDEA OR EVEN A THOUGHT IS TORN
OPEN, CONDENSED AND SUPERIMPOSED, FRAGMENTED AND REGROUPED, ADJUSTED. THE
MOMENT A BRIEF LOSS OF CONTROL OCCURS, A SMALL TURN IS MADE TO INTERRUPT THE
PARALYZING FIXATION, IN A WORD, WHEN THE PICTURE BECOMES INDEPENDENT, FINDS AN
OPPORTUNITY TO STRIKE BACK, A GOOD MOMENT HAS COME TO STOP.” (Kurt Kocherscheidt, December 1991).
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